
Lecture 3

6. Positive polynomials

Problem:given a setXIR" and a polynomial AER(x, ...,xn]
find fain=infA(x)

xeX↑

connected tomany optimization problems
e.g., MaxCut:

X =[0,13", G weighted graph with edge weights wij

f(x) =
- [wij(xi - xi)2

(:,j) EE

B
then Amin" - MaxCut(a)

Reformulation:Awin=sup[XGR/A-x is nonnegative on X]
-

=>being able to check algorithmically whether a polynomial
is nonnegative would allow us tosolve many optproblems

Two main players.2. EAERR[X,...x]1f(x),0x 3 ==P
the convexcome ofnonnegative poly

2. EfER(X,, ...,xn](f(x) =[ge) for some
9: E R(x, ...,xn]z=:[

The univariate case:

Theorem:a univariate polynomial A-R[X] is nonnegative ifand
-

only ifitis a sum ofsquares.

↳ a nonnegative polynomial must
have even degree

There are similar results for nonnegative polynomials on [a,b]



The general case:Hilbert

Minkowskiconjectured thatnonnegative Isum ofsquare

Let's worknow with homogeneous polynomials
↳ homogenize and dehomogenize does not change 30 or s.0.s.

We will denote by Pr,d =GAER(X,,...,xn3d6A2,03

End =[AER2x, ...,xn] a) A is so

orem(Hilbert 1888):Letn<,2 and d even. Then In,d=Pu,d ift

(i) n=2

(ii) d =2 I "the Hilbert cases"
(iii) n =3,d =4

positive
Proof:(partial) semidefinite

(i) dehomogenization gives univariate polynomials -D
(ii) ACx) =xAxwith A symmetric. A >0 =A?0

Choleski

A:BTB or
factorization

(f(x) =xBBx =11Bxl2

c=>A sos

(iii) technical proof, based on thefactthatfor any nonnegative ternary
quartic ofthere exists g s.t. degg=2 and f-g2>0.

The remaining cases?

· n,3, d6 the counterexample is based on the Motzkin polynomial

f(x,y,z) =20 - 3xy2z2 +xy" +x"y2
· nx, the counterexample is based on the polynomial

f(w,x,y,z) =w +x2yz +xz +y2z2 -kwxyz//



However, Hilbert's 17problem ask ifwe can write every nonnegative
polynomial as a sum ofrational functions.

Theorem: Any nonnegative polynomial can be written as a sum-

ofsquares of rational functions.
~
Putinar's in 14

We can prove it using a version ofthe Positivstellensatz

Trem:92, ...,9nER(X, ...,xn], S =GxeR"/8:(x),0 fi=1,
...,k3,

P =EE,g".....g I WERSx, ...,x] sos3, AEREx, ..., xub. Then
(i) A0 on S <=7 g, f c

Pwith Ag =1+h

(ii) f,0 on S <=> 7 g, f cP, m>,0 with fg =fm +h

(iii) f =0 on S <=> 7 geP, mx0 with fm+ g =0

Using this we can prove Hilbert 17th problem:

-> We have K=0, so Aso on R" <=> 7 g, h sos, mo
such that

1g =f2 +h

no f =()"g(f2+h) is a rational sos
I

above
Frem(Schmidgen) feR[X,...,xn] such thatA0 on S,
then tap, namely izso,z:gir.....gi with asosf =[

7. SOS come and optimization

Back tothe beginning:Amin =

sup [xeR /1-x<,03

wo Asos "sup [XER/f-X is so

Since [S0S] 303, then Asos Amin
BUT we can compute Asos!



A polynomial feRx,...,xn] is so if and only if A =miAm, ADO
*
vector of
monomials

Eme: f =y" -xy2 +x2 +1

then m =1, x, y ,x, xy, y23 to I can also just take a
subsetofmonomials, if

1 0 00 0 0
that's enough:

0 L 00 0 - 2 n =21,x,y23
A =

0 0 00 0 !
11 I A = I· I0 000 0 0

0 0000 0

0 -20 00 1 0 -1

ADO and in fact1 =(x-yz) +y(x+y) +1

Using this remark we can compute Asos via a semidefinite program

We look for a decomposition

f - x =miAm, NER, ALsO.
*
depends on X

Then Asos =sup X semidefinite
condition
/

subjectto A D,0 ↳

f-x =miAm*-
linear conditions

Example:A -x =miAm with [A3:;di
x
"

-xy2+x +(1-x) =a +(dzz+din +2x)x2 +.. . +dxy"

=>Asos =Sup 1-an

subject to GA 30&zz +6in+7n=1, . .

., d6g
=1

7



Whatis in generd an SDP?

LetAbed matrix with unknown entries, such as

10X 0

A = 18I
Then the associated SDD is

maximize l(x,y,z)

subjecttoA DO
↳>the points satisfying this constraint

form the "feasible set"

Whatis the feasible set?

Def:a spectrahedron is the intersection ofthe come of

positive semidefinitematrices with a linear space.

Equivalently, it is a set with the following shape

[(x,...,xn) eR") ,X:Ai+A.30].
10 x 0

I IExample:the spectrahedron associated to A = *8e is:

② the come 5 of PSD4x4 symmetric matrices (dii) is

intersectedwith the linear space

&d =d2z=1,a3 =2,diz =2,n =d2s =0,an =2x3

~ A. =(= =], Ac=[], As=(i?],Ao(: I
then the spectrahedron is [xA,+yAn+zAs+A.03

↓

Semialgebraic, convex sets -- NICE!
To
many properties:see exercises


